LOAD

1. Pull trigger lock back to unlock.

2. Hold down acceleration button and press trigger to fire.

X200 maximum rounds

NOTE: Hopper door must be fully closed for blaster to fire.

INDICATOR LIGHT

The light is activated when the acceleration button is pressed.

STEADY GREEN: Battery is fully charged; ready to play.

FLASHING RED: Battery is getting low.

STEADY RED: Battery has no charge; time to recharge.

SLEEP MODE

Blaster will automatically shut down after 2 minutes of inactivity.

SHOULDER STRAP

CLEARING A JAM

1. Lift latch and remove hopper from blaster.

2. Remove any jammed rounds.

3. Hook tab on end of hopper into openings in blaster, then lower hopper into blaster.

4. Lower latch to secure hopper in place.

TRIGGER LOCK

UNLOCKED

On either side of blaster, move trigger lock forward to lock trigger and back to unlock. Always put trigger lock in locked position when blaster is not in use and when storing blaster.

RESET BUTTON

If indicator is not functioning or flashes red after you insert fresh batteries, reset the blaster: press reset button with small object (like a paperclip) to reset.